From: Immunization Branch
Subject: CAIR2 Training Registration Is Open – Sign Up Today!

CAIR2 Training Registration is now open for active* ‘Power’ and
‘Regular’ users in the following CAIR Regions:





Northern California (INNC)
Greater Sacramento (SFT)
Central Coast (CCIR)
Inland Empire (IE)

Training is required if you want to access CAIR2 so users are encouraged
to sign up now! The training will orient you to the new CAIR2 software
so that you are ready to begin using it when your region switches over
to CAIR2 on October 3rd 2016.
Formal training will not be required for Read-only users. Instead,
instructional videos and a written guide will be available for viewing
before the launch.
Users in the remaining CAIR regions (Bay Area, Central Valley, LAOrange) will not be eligible to register now but can register at a later
date. See CAIR2 Timeline for registration eligibility**. Also, newlyregistered users in the 4 regions mentioned above will not be able to
register for CAIR2 training until October 3rd 2016.***

Sign up for training today!
If the sign up link above doesn’t work, go to http://cair2reg.cairweb.org/

*An ’active’ CAIR user is defined as any user who logged into CAIR at least once within the
previous 6 months and had an active account as of 7/27/2016.
** As noted in the CAIR2 Timeline, users in Phase 2 (CAIR Bay Area, CAIR Central Valley) and
Phase 3 (CAIR LA-Orange) will not be eligible to sign-up for training until later. Note that
CAIR San Diego (SDIR), CAIR San Joaquin (Healthy Futures), and CAIR Imperial (Imperial
County Immunization Registry) users will continue using the same software so will not need
to be trained.
***If you are a newly-registered user in any of the 4 regions mentioned above, but did not
have an active account as of 7/27/2016, you will not be able to register for CAIR2 trainings
until October 3rd 2016.
Newly-registered CAIR users have two options:
1. Defer your new user training until CAIR2 launches in October. In this scenario,
you would not be allowed access to the current CAIR (CAIR1) but could have access
to CAIR2 once you complete CAIR2 new user training after the CAIR2 launch in
October.
2. Register for and complete CAIR1 training in August. In this scenario, you would
be able to access CAIR1 as soon as you complete CAIR1 training in August but would
need to attend additional CAIR2 training after the CAIR2 launch in October.
If you have registered for an August CAIR1 training and now want to cancel, you may do so
using the link found on your training email confirmation.

